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When I was asked to reflect on policy related to digital health my first thoughts were 
related to the development of electronic medical records in hospitals, which exploded in 
the 2000s with rapid development in most Australian public hospitals and some private 
hospitals.1 The early stuttered starts and failures with enormous costs and setbacks were 
an issue and then I recalled that more broader developments had been occurring in 
general practices across Australia in earlier iterations but at a more modest level for 
some time. 

Digital health is much broader than this, however, and includes ‘…categories such 
as mobile health (mHealth), health information technology (IT), wearable devices, 
telehealth and telemedicine, and personalised medicine…. Digital health technologies 
use computing platforms, connectivity, software, and sensors for health care and related 
uses. These technologies span a wide range of uses, from applications in general wellness 
to applications as a medical device. They include technologies intended for use as a 
medical product, in a medical product, as companion diagnostics, or as an adjunct to 
other medical products (devices, drugs, and biologics).’2

This poses many issues for health care professionals but also for the general public 
user who have to interpret the information available to them, often using ‘Dr Google’ or 
relying on health apps, without the benefit of training to sort the evidence presented in a 
way that is pertinent for their individual circumstances. 

The explosion in use of digital technologies has been a challenge for regulators as 
technology leaps ahead of policy makers creating potential risk of harm. The Therapeutic 
Goods Administration published on this in 2020, concluding that where regulation 
does not currently apply the responsibility of adverse consequences from apps falls on 
individual clinicians3 (and presumably consumers). Subsequently the Therapeutic Goods 
Administration has published guidance for software based medical devices excluding 
most mobile apps, as these are seen as sources of information or tools to manage a 
healthy lifestyle.4

Connectivity is enhanced with digital technology, but poses additional risks to privacy 
and further challenges for regulators, particularly with devices communicating with other 
devices or systems and the ease of interactions across national and international borders. 

The advances with the use of digital health have progressed significantly in the global 
pandemic allowing opportunities for hospital avoidance and home-based care, rethinking 
the possibilities for our health systems.5–7 Telehealth and telemedicine is now more 
achievable and indeed more acceptable to patients. 

We can be optimistic about the future and the opportunities that digital health affords. 
Policy should shape our response to technology enhancing the possibilities and ensuring 
safety while not reducing the possibilities. 
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